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ACID EFFECTS IN THE COLD VAPOUR ATOMIC ABSORPTION SPECTROMETRIC DETERMINATION OF MERCURY IN BIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALS
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¹DOSME, SHBIE, Universiti of Brunei Darussalam, Gadong BE1410, Brunei Darussalam
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Abstract: The influences from four major acids (HCl, HNO₃, H₂SO₄ and HClO₄) and their mixtures, simulated as residual acids, on the mercury response in standard solutions of HgCl₂ were studied. It was found that the concentration of HCl and HNO₃ had little or no influence on the mercury response, whereas the presence of H₂SO₄ significantly increases the mercury response. The presence of small amounts (≤4 ml) of HClO₄ decreased the mercury absorbance reading, but the response increased with further addition of the acid. Nitric acid mixed with HClO₄ improved the mercury response slightly, but the addition of H₂SO₄ caused greater improvements. The nitric and sulphuric acid digestion mixture has an advantage over other mixtures for the determination of total mercury in biological and environmental samples.
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Introduction

The critical step in the measurement of mercury by cold vapour atomic absorption spectrometry (CV-AAS) is the decomposition and subsequent preparation of the sample. The success of the method lies in the preparation of a sample solution containing all the mercury in the divalent form as well as avoiding interferences from the constituents of the solution during the mercury reduction.

The use of strong mineral acids or their mixtures in different proportions is commonly employed for the decomposition of biological and environmental samples at various temperatures for the CV-AAS determination of mercury. The resulting mercury response may be influenced during the decomposition of the sample by acids or acid mixtures in two ways. Firstly, the mercury may be lost during the sample decomposition, preparation and preservation [1-3, 7] and/or secondly, the components of the sample solution, especially residual acids, may interfere with the mercury determination [4-6]. The latter may further be classified into two categories:

(i) the residual acids may create a suitable acidic environment in which ions and molecules produced as a result of the decomposition of sample may interfere with the mercury determination [4] and/or

(ii) the residual acid(s) from the decomposition step may interfere with the mercury measurement by forming complexes with Hg²⁺ in the digest that may not allow the reduction of Hg²⁺ to Hg⁰ by stannous chloride in the CV-AAS technique [4-6].

Several attempts have been made to minimise the loss of mercury from the sample during sample digestion, preparation and preservation [1-3, 7], as well as on the interference due to the presence of excessive quantities of other metal ions [8-11]. However, very little attention has been paid to the effect of residual acids on the mercury response. Moreover, previous studies in this area have used different proportions and concentrations of acids, and therefore the effects of different acids could
The residual acids could be part of the decomposition step or are added along with other reagents; for example, addition of HCl along with the stannous chloride, the reducing agent used in the study. HCl is therefore not a part of the decomposition step, but is added after decomposition of the sample. Similarly, H₂SO₄ if added in the beginning of the sample decomposition step, often results in charring that causes loss of mercury from the sample. Its post-addition, after decomposition of sample with HNO₃, is preferred. Perchloric acid is a strong oxidising acid. It is not often used in the decomposition of samples because its fumes form explosive compounds with environmental materials. However, it is safe to use if a special fume hood is available. These conditions highlight the importance of studying the effects of pre- and post-addition of the component acids. The available information on the interference of residual acid mixtures on the CV-AAS determination of mercury is rather limited. Therefore, there is a need for further investigation.

The aim of this study was to investigate the interference of individual residual acids (HNO₃, HCl, H₂SO₄ and HClO₄) as well as of their combinations on the mercury response of a standard solution and, biological and environmental samples. In order to avoid the major problems associated with the presence of large number of other ions and molecules, standard solutions of HgCl₂ were used to examine the interference effect of the residual acids on the mercury response by CV-AAS.

**Experimental**

**Reagents and Standards**

All reagents used in this study were of analytical grade. The mercury stock solution (1 g/l) was prepared daily by dissolving the appropriate amount of HgCl₂ in water. A mercury standard solution (1 mg/l) was prepared by diluting the above stock solution with milli-Q (MQ) Water. Stannous chloride solution (30% w/v) was prepared daily by dissolving the appropriate amount in 20% (v/v) hydrochloric acid and stabilised by the addition of a piece of tin. Concentrated sulphuric acid, nitric acid, hydrochloric acid and perchloric acid were diluted to solutions of equal normality (10.5 N). Milli-Q water was used for preparing solutions and diluting acids.

**Instrumentation, Glassware and Procedure**

CV-AAS measurements were performed on a Varian Spectra 20 atomic absorption spectrometer operated in the double beam mode. The conditions employed for the measurements were: wavelength, 253.7 nm; slit width 0.5 nm, lamp current 0.3 mA.

All glassware and plastic containers were soaked in nitric acid (2M) for at least 24 hours and rinsed 4-5 times with Milli-Q water prior to use.

**Standard reference materials (SRM)**

Prawn (Agal-3) and Bovine liver (Agal-20) reference materials were obtained from the Australian Government Analytical Laboratories, Pymble, NSW, Australia.

**Procedure**

**CV-AAS Measurement**

A 100 ml Erlenmeyer flask containing 20 ml of a solution prepared by adding the appropriate amount of acid or acid mixtures and 0.150 μg of mercury as mercury (II) chloride, was connected to the mercury vapour generation system, one ml of stannous chloride was added and the contents of the flask were stirred with a magnetic stirrer at maximum speed for 3 minutes. The resulting mercury vapour was displaced from the flask to the mercury cell by the water displacement method at a rate of 10 ml/s [13]. After recording the mercury response, the cell was flushed out with instrumental grade nitrogen.
Method
A 0.5 g prawn sample (or 0.2 g bovine liver or 0.5 g lake sediment) was weighed into a dry 100 ml conical flask. The sample was digested under two conditions: pre- and post-addition of digestion mixtures. For the pre-addition, 3 ml concentrated HNO₃ was added to the flask containing solid sample and the contents were heated at 90˚C for 10 minutes to avoid charring as well as the vigorous reaction of organic matter with other acids. One millilitre of concentrated sulphuric acid (and/or 1.5 ml of 70% perchloric acid) was then added and the loosely stopped flask was further heated for 80 minutes at 90˚C. During post-addition, the sample was digested in nitric acid at 90˚C for 90 minutes and then one millilitre of concentrated sulphuric acid (and/or 1.5 ml of 70% perchloric acid) was added. The sample was also digested using nitric acid without addition of sulphuric acid and/or perchloric acid giving rise a pre-addition condition only; which was also the case when standard solution were used to study the acids’ interferences. The flask was cooled to room temperature. The stopper and the sides of the flask were rinsed with MQ water and the final volume was made up to 20 ml. The flask was used for CV-AAS measurement of mercury.

Figure 1: Effect of increasing acid concentration on the mercury response (0.15 µg of Hg)

Experimental
Interference from a single acid
Figure 1 shows the effect of increasing addition of individuals acids on the size of the mercury response for the standard solution of HgCl₂ in water. The addition of HClO₄ up to 4 ml suppressed the mercury response significantly, whereas further addition up to 8 ml of HClO₄ increased the mercury response to a higher value that was obtained without the addition of HClO₄. Hence, the maximum signal for mercury can only be obtained in the complete absence or the presence of at least 8 ml of 10.5 N HClO₄ (equivalent to 4.2 N HClO₄ in the solution used to measure the mercury response). Lower concentrations of HClO₄ will suppress the mercury response by up to 30% when 4 ml of 10.5 N perchloric acid is present in the solution.

The addition of sulphuric acid increased the mercury response. The increase in the mercury response as a result of the initial addition of H₂SO₄ was significantly smaller than the decrease caused by the initial addition of HClO₄. This indicates that a slight decrease in the concentration of HClO₄, when 4 ml or less is used, will produce a significantly higher signal and hence a higher total mercury concentration in the same sample.
Figure 1 also shows that the addition of HCl and HNO₃ respectively had only a slight effect on the mercury response. The initial addition of HNO₃ increased the mercury response followed by a slight decrease with further additions of HNO₃. Thus, a variation in the residual amount of HNO₃ will have little effect on the size of the mercury response, whereas the increasing addition of HCl will cause a slight decrease in the mercury response. These effects were similar to those reported earlier [5]. In contrast, the variation in the residual amounts of H₂SO₄ and HClO₄ will tend to have a more significant influence on the mercury response. Acids can influence the partition coefficient of elements between the vapour and the solution [4]. It appears that the addition of H₂SO₄ increased the size of the mercury response by increasing the partition coefficient of the element between the vapour and the solution. The addition of HCl and HNO₃ seems to have little effect on the partition coefficient of mercury between its vapour and the solution. From this experiment, it appears that addition of up to 4 ml of 10.5 N HClO₄ decreased the partition coefficient, which was improved with further addition of HClO₄.

The data reported in Figure 1 were obtained using acid solutions of equal normality, therefore it was possible to reorganize the data to evaluate the effect of pH and anion type on the mercury response. The effects of pH and anions on the mercury response are shown in Figure 2. Since the acids used in this study were of equal normality, the H⁺ concentration for a fixed volume reflected by each curve in Figure 2 is constant. Hence, the observed individual variation in the mercury response may be attributed to the anions. However, the variation in response for each acid with increasing volume (especially at 2 ml, 4 ml or 8 ml) may be attributed to both H⁺ and A⁻ concentrations. The presence of chloride and nitrate ions has little effect on the mercury response, whereas the presence of sulphate ions increased the mercury response while perchlorate ions decreased the response.

Figure 2: pH and anionic interference on the mercury response (0.15 µg of Hg)

It is evident therefore that at a particular H⁺ concentration, it is the nature of the anion that seems to determine the partition coefficient of mercury between its solution and the vapour, and hence, the resulting mercury absorbance. A strong correlation between the following order of the resulting mercury salts (eg. Hg₂SO₄ > HgCl₂ = HgNO₃ > Hg(ClO₄)₂) in solution and the mercury response was observed. This trend is consistent with the available solubility and instability data about these four salts [13]. Mercury perchlorate and Mercuric nitrate are highly soluble, Mercuric chloride is less soluble (7.3 g/100g) and mercuric sulphate is least soluble (0.04g/100g). Since the digestion of biological and environmental samples mostly involves the use of more than one acid, the above discussed interference pattern may change when more than one residual anion is present in the final solution. For that reason
the effects of the most widely used mixtures of HNO$_3$ with H$_2$SO$_4$ or HClO$_4$ were further investigated with the standard solutions.

Interference from a mixture of two acids

Figure 3 demonstrates the effect of increasing amounts of H$_2$SO$_4$ in a H$_2$SO$_4$/HNO$_3$ mixture. There was no difference in the mercury response when addition of up to 6 ml of 10.5N sulphuric acid was made to the mercury standard solution containing 2 or 4 ml of nitric acid. However, further addition of sulphuric acid into a solution containing 2 ml of nitric acid produced a significantly higher response than that containing 4 ml of nitric acid. An increase in the mercury response with increased addition of sulphuric acid reported here is consistent with other studies [4, 6]. The curves in Figure 3 are very similar to those shown in Figure 1 for H$_2$SO$_4$ and HNO$_3$ when used individually.

Figure 3: Effect of increasing amounts of H$_2$SO$_4$ on the mercury (0.15 µg Hg) response in the presence of fixed amounts of HNO$_3$ (2 ml and 4 ml)

![Image of Figure 3: Effect of increasing amounts of H$_2$SO$_4$ on the mercury (0.15 µg Hg) response in the presence of fixed amounts of HNO$_3$ (2 ml and 4 ml) with graphs showing absorbance against sulphuric acid (ml) with blue line for nitric acid (4ml) + sulphuric acid (x ml) and pink line for nitric acid (2 ml) + sulphuric acid (x ml).]

Figure 4 shows the effect of the addition of HClO$_4$ on the mercury response in a solution containing HNO$_3$ or H$_2$SO$_4$. The curves are similar to the one obtained for HClO$_4$ alone. However, the presence of HNO$_3$ or H$_2$SO$_4$ along with HClO$_4$ reduced the suppressive effect of perchloric acid on the mercury response. The efficiency of HNO$_3$ in increasing the mercury response by reducing the suppressive effect of HClO$_4$ was evident when 4 ml or more of HClO$_4$ was present.

The effect of increasing addition of HClO$_4$ to a standard solution of mercury containing 2 ml H$_2$SO$_4$ (Figure 4) was different to that obtained with 2 ml HNO$_3$. The addition of 2 ml of H$_2$SO$_4$ to a mercury standard solution at various concentrations of HClO$_4$ increased the mercury response almost equally at each HClO$_4$ concentration, which was significantly higher than the increase in mercury response obtained with the addition of 2 ml of HNO$_3$. The above results show that the presence of H$_2$SO$_4$ as residual acid along with HClO$_4$ partially compensate for the suppressive effect of HClO$_4$ on the mercury response. This finding provided a basis for further investigation of the effect of sulphuric acid in the nitric and perchloric acid digestion mixture even though a perchloric and sulphuric acid mixture is not normally used for sample decomposition. It is interesting to identify the effect of changes in residual H$_2$SO$_4$ concentrations on the mercury response in the presence of a fixed amount of HClO$_4$. 
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Figure 4: Effect of increasing perchloric acid in the presence of 2 ml of HNO₃ or H₂SO₄ on the mercury response (0.15 µg Hg)

![Graph showing the effect of perchloric acid on mercury response](image)

Figure 5: Effect on increasing acid or an acid mixture in the presence of 2 ml of perchloric acid on mercury response (0.15 µg Hg, acids 10.5 N)

![Graph showing the effect of acid mixture on mercury response](image)

Figure 5 shows the effect of increasing additions of HNO₃/H₂SO₄ mixture and H₂SO₄ to the mercury solution containing 2 ml of HClO₄. Addition of 2 ml of H₂SO₄ increased the mercury response by compensating partially for the suppression caused by 2 ml of HClO₄. However, the compensation was only 70% of the maximum loss in sensitivity caused by the presence of perchloric acid, thus indicating a net loss in sensitivity in the presence of HClO₄. Further addition of H₂SO₄ improved the mercury response slightly indicating that 2 ml of 10.5N H₂SO₄ (= 0.6 ml of concentrated H₂SO₄) should at least be present in 20 ml of the solution used for the mercury measurement when HClO₄ is a component of the digestion mixture. HClO₄ is usually added to digestion mixtures containing HNO₃ and H₂SO₄ for the decomposition of biological and environmental samples and, hence, it is useful to investigate the effect of three residual acids on the mercury response.
Interference from mixture of three acids

The effect of the addition of equinormal and equivolume mixtures of H$_2$SO$_4$ and HNO$_3$ on the mercury response in the presence of 2 ml of 10.5N HClO$_4$ is also demonstrated in Figure 5. The selection of equinormal and equivolume conditions for HNO$_3$ and H$_2$SO$_4$ mixture was based on the commonly employed mixture of these acids as a digestion mixture. It was found that in most studies [1, 2, 6] a mixture of concentrated HNO$_3$ and H$_2$SO$_4$ in a 2:1 volume ratio was used. A volume of 2 ml of perchloric acid was selected to keep it consistent with the volume used in the previously described experiment to compare the results obtained using a HNO$_3$ and H$_2$SO$_4$ mixture with that of H$_2$SO$_4$ alone.

The effect of adding a nitric acid and sulphuric acid mixture was different from the addition of H$_2$SO$_4$ during the first addition (2 ml) of the acid mixture, but similar thereafter. The addition of 2 ml of equinormal acid mixture (1 ml of each H$_2$SO$_4$ and HNO$_3$) did not improve the mercury response significantly when compared with the mercury response in presence of HClO$_4$ alone. This indicated that the concentration of perchloric acid and the total concentration of perchloric acid mixture improved the mercury response slightly, indicating an almost steady state. Moreover, the mercury response in the presence of nitric acid and sulphuric acid was lower than the one obtained for sulphuric acid alone. This experiment further supports the finding that in the presence of residual HClO$_4$ at least 2 ml of 10.5 N H$_2$SO$_4$ (0.6 ml concentrated H$_2$SO$_4$) should at least be present in the solution, to almost completely neutralise the suppressive effect of HClO$_4$.

Despite mixing different acids with HClO$_4$ in different proportions, it was not possible to compensate completely for the suppression of the mercury response unless large volumes of HClO$_4$ and/or H$_2$SO$_4$ were used. The use of such large volumes is not advisable because of the exothermic and explosive nature of these acids.

The effect of different decomposition acids on the determination of mercury in a standard reference material was studied under the conditions that involved digestion of the sample using nitric acid alone, as well as using acid mixtures that involved addition of the component acids (sulphuric acid, or perchloric acid or their mixture) to nitric acid under pre- and post addition conditions. The pre- and post-addition conditions are explained in methodology section. To study these effects, four calibration curves were drawn using these mixtures. It is clear from the results in Table 1, that the use of nitric and sulphuric acid, nitric and perchloric acid, nitric, sulphuric and perchloric acid mixtures increased the recovery of mercury in the prawn (Agal-3) reference material under pre- and post-addition conditions when compared to the recovery obtained using nitric acid only. Nitric and perchloric acid mixtures gave recovery values that are above the reference value range indicating some unknown interference from the perchloric acid. It appears that a part of the perchloric acid was used up during the digestion of sample and another part was lost due to decomposition of perchloric acid, as around 100°C perchloric acid is decomposed quickly, and hence its concentration decreased. A decrease in 2ml per 20 ml of solution in the testing flask, will increase the mercury response as demonstrated on the left side of its curve in Figure 1, it results in an increase in the mercury response. Addition of H$_2$SO$_4$ to the nitric and perchloric acid digestion mixture decreased the interference due to perchloric acid and the total concentration of mercury in the prawn was again within the limits of the reference value. The boiling point of sulphuric acid is 330°C therefore it will not be lost due to evaporation when the sample is digested at 90°C. A comparison of the total mercury concentrations in the prawn reference material obtained under pre and post conditions shows that the mercury value under pre condition was higher than for post condition. This indicates that the concentration of perchloric acid was affected during the digestion process as a result of either consumption, decomposition, evaporation or all three. However, no difference in the total mercury recovery in the reference sample was observed when a nitric and sulphuric acid mixture was used as the decomposition mixture under pre- and post-condition. This indicated that sulphuric acid may be added at any time during the digestion process. This hypothesis was tested by using pre- and post–addition in the Bovine liver and lake sediments samples.
Table 1: Mean mercury determined in prawn, and bovine liver (reference materials) as well as in the lake sediment using pre- and post-addition of component acids for sample digestion (n = 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Reference value (µg/g)</th>
<th>Component acid added to HNO₃</th>
<th>Pre-Condition (Mean ± SD; µg/g)</th>
<th>Post-Condition (Mean ± SD; µg/g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prawn</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.03</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.146 ± 0.009</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prawn</td>
<td></td>
<td>H₂SO₄</td>
<td>0.159 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.159 ± 0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prawn</td>
<td></td>
<td>HClO₄</td>
<td>0.182 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.176 ± 0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prawn</td>
<td></td>
<td>H₂SO₄ &amp; HClO₄</td>
<td>0.171 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.163 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine Liver</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.07</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.674 ± 0.012</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovine Liver</td>
<td></td>
<td>H₂SO₄</td>
<td>0.690 ± 0.013</td>
<td>0.689 ± 0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake sediments</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>0.118 ± 0.001</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake sediments</td>
<td></td>
<td>H₂SO₄</td>
<td>0.136 ± 0.004</td>
<td>0.134 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 also shows the effect of pre- and post-addition of sulphuric acid on the mercury concentration in bovine liver and lake sediment. Evidently, the post-addition of sulphuric acid after pre-digestion with HNO₃ gave similar results to a sample digested with the mixture HNO₃ – H₂SO₄. The use of the HNO₃ digestion is advantageous in reducing sample charring which often occurs with the HNO₃ and H₂SO₄ digestion mixture. The addition of sulphuric acid to the HNO₃ digested samples therefore provides a simple means of improving the sensitivity for mercury determination. In effect this provides an excellent basis for accomplishing both optimum decomposition and analytical conditions. A nitric and sulphuric acid decomposition mixture (with post addition of sulphuric acid) had an advantage over the other acid or acids mixtures for the determination of total mercury in biological and environmental samples.

Conclusion

The concentration and the nature of the acid(s) in a solution used for mercury measurement can influence the mercury response significantly. Moreover, due to the anions interfering significantly with the mercury response, it was found that the HCl and HNO₃ concentrations have little influence on the mercury response, whereas, H₂SO₄ significantly increased the response, while HClO₄ caused a significant suppression. The presence of up to 4 ml of 10.5N HClO₄ in 20 ml of the final solution decreased and further addition of up to 8 ml of 10.5N HClO₄ increased the mercury response. The mixture of acids produced a mercury response between the range for individual acids. Nitric acid mixed with HClO₄ improved the mercury response slightly, however H₂SO₄ cause the greatest improvement. The use of perchloric acid in the decomposition of biological and environmental materials for mercury determination should be avoided not only because of its explosive nature, but also due to its interference. If it is necessary to use perchloric acid, the addition of about 1 ml of concentrated H₂SO₄ as well is recommended. The nitric and sulphuric acid digestion mixture has distinct advantages over other mixtures.
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A QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF AN URBAN AIR POLLUTION MONITORING NETWORK AND ITS SPECIFIC LIMITATIONS
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Abstract: The aim was to determine the effect of wind on the measurement of pollution levels and highlight the extent of non detection due to pollutants being carried away from the monitoring sites. Data recorded by the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA), Queensland at 4 monitoring stations in the industrial region of Gladstone was used for analyzing the effect of wind on detected levels of pollution. Plots of measured NO\textsubscript{x} levels and wind speeds at different wind directions were analyzed to gain an understanding of the trend in detection, the likely spread of the pollutants and the extent to which pollution may be undetected. The detection capability of a monitoring station for detecting NO\textsubscript{x} from known sources in the vicinity at certain wind directions and degree of pollution introduced by sources in the same wind directions were defined and estimated. The detection capability at the sites over a 10\textsuperscript{0} interval varied from 1.5 - 8.5\%. The degree of pollution introduced by different sources varied from 0.5 - 14\% over the same interval. This provided information on the extent to which high levels of pollution may not be detected by a monitoring network due to dispersion in directions with low detection capability and therefore not reported, being a limitation of the monitoring network to provide complete information on spatial distribution in the area. Similar limitations exist with most urban monitoring networks and need to be considered by the public, health authorities and environmental policy makers when assessing risk of population exposure and environmental damage.

The use of inverse models to determine source emissions and use of dispersion models to determine levels at locations where there are no monitoring stations to gain a better understanding of overall spatial distribution have been proposed.

Introduction

It is widely accepted that air pollution could have dramatic effects on natural ecosystems, climate, health of people and other animal species. As a result there is a need to monitor the pollutants in the atmosphere and set maximum permissible limits to the different pollutants based on their toxic nature. When the maximum permissible limits are exceeded the monitoring authorities usually report the number of such incidences so that health authorities, environmental policy makers and regulatory authorities become aware of the situation. Due to wind effects, monitoring stations may be unable to detect high levels of pollutants in the atmosphere especially when they are being dispersed away from the station. In such situations maximum permissible levels may be exceeded at some locations in the region but may not be reported due to non-detection. The environment and health of the people may still be affected, as well as lead to incorrect information on the status of air pollution being passed on to environmental policy makers and regulatory authorities.

A monitoring network must be able to provide sufficient information on air quality for regulatory authorities to assess compliance, identify polluting sources, observe pollution trends in urban and non-urban areas, judge their effects on the population and the environment and take emergency control measures when necessary. Usually the information from monitoring networks is used for determination of maximum concentration within spatial domains, assess population exposure, establish background levels, analysis of temporal trends and establish source–detector relationship for particular sources which have an impact on air quality in the region (Demerjian 2000). Designing a network to
satisfy all the above objectives is not a simple task. Sites for monitoring stations are usually chosen considering location of sources, meteorological conditions and terrain. For practical air quality sampling the statistical methods used are systematic sampling, judgmental sampling and geostatistical sampling (Chow et al 2002). There are many publications on design of monitoring networks (Smith and Egan 1979, Nakamori et al 1979, Munn 1981, Modak and Lohani 1985, Kainuma et al 1990). The network design must include essential features to evaluate performance and provide feedback to correct limitations (Demerjian 2000). The typical network will be in an urban area with multiple sources and high population density. It provides information on exact pollutant concentrations and temporal variability at the monitoring site, but no information on spatial variability over large areas. This is a fundamental limitation of monitoring networks. Therefore there is a need for quantitative assessment of monitoring networks to gain an understanding of their limitations and apply other measures to overcome these limitations and gain a better understanding of spatial distribution over the region.

The focus of this study is on the NO\textsubscript{x} concentration levels recorded at 4 different monitoring stations in the Gladstone region of Queensland, Australia. As per National Pollutant Inventory (NPI) Emissions Report, Fig. 1(a) shows that this region has significant number of industries such as power generation, alumina smelter and refinery, chemical processing, shale oil etc. More capital investment for further industrial development has been planned for this region (Air Quality Report, EPA Qld 2000). There is a population of nearly 30,000 people who live in the proximity of the industrial sites. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the Queensland Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) has monitoring stations at South Gladstone, Barney Point, Targinie, Mt Miller, Ticor Hill and Clinton. SO\textsubscript{2} (Barney Point, Targinie, Mt Miller, Ticor Hill, Clinton), NO\textsubscript{2} (Barney Point, Targinie, South Gladstone, Mt Miller, Ticor Hill, Clinton), particles less than 10 \textmu m in diameter (PM\textsubscript{10}) (Barney Point, Targinie, South Gladstone, Clinton) and visibility reducing particles of range 0.1-2.5 \textmu m (Barney Point, Targinie) are monitored at these sites at half hourly intervals. The locations of these monitoring sites in relation to the possible polluting sources have been transposed to Fig. 1(a) in abbreviated form (BP- Barney point, SG- South Gladstone, T-Targinie, C-Clinton). Annual statistical summary of these results is available at the Queensland EPA website.

**Figure 1:** Industries and monitoring stations in the Gladstone region.
The aim of this analysis was to identify the sources of pollution and check the extent to which the monitoring network could detect the emissions from these sources at all times under different wind directions. This is a basic study on the effect of wind direction on the NO\textsubscript{x} levels recorded at the Barney point, South Gladstone, Targinie and Clinton monitoring stations over the 1996-2001 period to identify the sources of NO\textsubscript{x} pollution, the direction of spread and the proportion detected. The polluting nature of the sources and the detecting capability of the stations have been assessed to gain an understanding of the limitations of the monitoring network to provide a realistic view of the spatial distribution of NO\textsubscript{x} in the region.

**Data**

Queensland EPA maintains a network of monitoring stations in the industrial region of Gladstone. Details of the network are given in the Queensland Air NEPM monitoring plan. The monitoring stations are equipped to carry out measurements on gaseous and particle pollutant levels as well as meteorological parameters. The equipment is calibrated and maintained by technical staff from EPA. All measurements are checked and validated by the EPA staff. The NO\textsubscript{x} levels measured at half hourly intervals were used for this study. The data was obtained on comma delimited Excel spreadsheets for the analysis. A dataset was constructed as an Excel spreadsheet with monitoring sites as rows, half hourly wind direction, wind speed and NO\textsubscript{x} concentration levels (pphm) as columns for the analysis.

**Method**

The half hourly recordings of NO\textsubscript{x} levels at the different monitoring stations were plotted against wind direction at the time of recording on a yearly basis to identify the wind direction at which higher levels of NO\textsubscript{x} was being detected on a regular basis and the location of the NO\textsubscript{x} sources in relation to the stations. Wind speed was plotted against wind direction to gain an understanding of the wind speed at
different wind directions and its effect on NO\textsubscript{x} levels recorded. The mean NO\textsubscript{x} levels were determined at these identified wind directions and compared with the overall mean levels. The frequency distribution of wind direction was obtained at each of the monitoring stations to gain an over view of the dispersion of NO\textsubscript{x} in the region.

A measure of ability to detect NO\textsubscript{x} with wind assistance was estimated for wind directions at which maximum permissible levels (16 pphm) were exceeded or levels much higher than the usual background of 3 pphm was being measured on a regular basis. The measure of detection capability was considered as equal to the ratio:

\[
\text{No. of measurements within selected range of wind directions} / \text{All wind direction measurements 0-360}\degree\text{ range}
\]

The number of NO\textsubscript{x} levels at a monitoring station in a particular wind direction above twice the background expressed as a proportion of all the measurements in that direction was taken as a measure of pollution from an identified source or group of sources.

\[
\text{Proportion of high NO\textsubscript{x} emissions is equal to the ratio:}
\]

\[
\text{No. of recordings above twice background in particular wind direction} / \text{All recordings in the same wind direction}
\]

The proportion of high NO\textsubscript{x} emissions by a single source or group of sources was estimated based on the emissions above twice background levels measured in the selected wind directions.

The number of incidences when NO\textsubscript{x} levels exceeded maximum permissible concentrations was plotted against wind direction for comparing with the capability of detection and also these levels were plotted against wind speed to determine its effect on NO\textsubscript{x} levels recorded.

**Results and Discussion**

**NO\textsubscript{x} levels at different wind directions**

The variation of NO\textsubscript{x} with wind direction at the site during time of measurement for Barney point, South Gladstone, Targinie and Clinton stations for 2001 is shown in Figures 2(a)-(d) respectively. The levels shown for 0\degree wind direction are the measurements carried out at zero wind velocity under near perfect diffusion conditions.
Figure 2: Variation of NOx with wind direction at different stations.
(a) Barney Point

(b) South Gladstone
Fig. 2 shows that most of the NOx measurements at these stations were less than 3 pphm at most times and this was considered as the background level for the purpose of this study. Fig. 2(a) for Barney point station shows a clear peak for NOx levels at a wind direction of 107° and levels much higher than the usual background at approximately 194°, 258°, 272° and 332°. Similarly Fig. 2(b) for South Gladstone station showed a clear peak as well as similar high levels at more or less the same wind directions. In addition there appears to be high levels above background detected at 304°. Fig. 2(c) for the Targinie station showed a wide peak at approximately 97° and Fig. 2(d) for the Clinton station showed peaks at approximately 57°, 196° and 358° respectively. The clear peaks in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)
are most likely as a result of emissions from a group of two sources located southeast of this station close to each other as shown in Fig. 1(a), aligned to the monitoring station in the same direction as the prevailing wind from the southeast at the time of measurement. The high levels observed at Barney point and South Gladstone station for other wind directions as mentioned above, may be originating from sources located from southwest to northwest of these stations (Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b)). The wide peaks seen in Fig. 2(c) for the Targinie station could be as a result of emissions from the sources of NO\textsubscript{x} located southeast of this station aligned to the monitoring station at angles close to the direction of the prevailing wind at the time of measurement. Similarly in Fig. 2(d) the wide peaks centered at 196° could be emissions from sources located southwest of this station at Clinton (Fig. 1(a)), while the high levels observed at 57° and 358° could be from sources located north and northeast of this station.

From the peaks and high levels seen in Fig. 2 it is clear that there are sources with high NO\textsubscript{x} emissions in the region, which can be detected only at certain wind directions. When there was no wind the levels detected were always less than approximately 8 pphm (parts per hundred million) as shown by points lying on the x-axis in Fig. 2(a)-(d). These levels represent recordings under near perfect diffusion conditions with no wind assistance. In some instances the NO\textsubscript{x} levels measured at certain wind directions were above the maximum permissible level of 16 pphm specified by the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC).

The wind speed at the wind directions mentioned above needed to be analyzed in order to gain a better understanding of the overall impact of wind on detection of NO\textsubscript{x} in this region. Figs. 3 (a)-(d) show wind speed at different wind directions at the same stations mentioned above.

**Figure 3**: Wind direction against wind speed.

(a) Barney Point
(b) South Gladstone

(c) Clinton
All stations showed consistently the prevalence of wind speeds above 4 ms\(^{-1}\) (14.4 kmh\(^{-1}\)) in the wind directions at which high NO\(_x\) levels were detected. Especially the high NO\(_x\) levels observed at approximately 100\(^0\) wind direction at Barney point, South Gladstone and Targinie stations would have been carried to these sites at these wind speeds. Similarly the higher wind speeds observed at the Barney point, South Gladstone and Clinton stations at 300-360\(^0\) and 0-50\(^0\) intervals would have helped detect the higher emissions from sources located northwest of Barney Point and South Gladstone stations as well as northeast of Clinton station (Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2). At instances when the prevailing wind was from the southeast it would have carried away the emissions from the sources located northwest of Barney point and South Gladstone stations and northeast of Clinton station in a northwesterly direction preventing detection of any high emissions. Similarly when the prevailing wind is from the northwest the emissions from sources located southeast of Barney point, South Gladstone and Targinie stations and northeast of Clinton station are carried in a southeasterly direction undetected.

The wind speeds observed at Barney point, South Gladstone and Clinton stations in the 200-300\(^0\) interval were not as high compared to the other directions. The high levels that have been detected at these stations due to emissions from sources located west of these stations could be more as a result of dispersion with little or no wind assistance. If there was a greater prevalence of high wind speeds in this direction it may have been possible to detect more instances of higher NO\(_x\) levels above what has been already detected at Barney point, South Gladstone and Clinton stations originating from the sources located west of these stations. The high wind speeds observed at the Targinie station at 225\(^0\) may have resulted in the emissions from the sources located southeast of this station to be carried away in a northeasterly direction preventing detection.

The observations made in Figs. 2 and 3 show that higher levels of NO\(_x\) well above the usual background levels were detected at certain wind directions with the assistance of wind speed. There were a greater number of high level detections in certain wind directions when there were more instances of high wind speed in that particular direction. Similarly due to high wind speeds in other directions carrying the NO\(_x\) away from the station, detection was not possible. Therefore high NO\(_x\) levels may have existed at certain locations such as southeast and northwest of Barney point, South Gladstone, Clinton stations and southeast of Targinie station without being detected or reported. It is possible that levels exceeding the NHMRC maximum permissible levels may have also existed and not been detected.
Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) show the measurements at the Barney point station for 1999 and 1997 which appear to be comparable with the measurements for 2001 (Fig. 2(a)). Indicating that the NOx levels detected at this station is consistent on a yearly basis. This was the case at the other monitoring stations too. This meant that the wind flow patterns and source emissions were consistent from year to year in this region.

**Figure 4:** Variation of NOx with wind direction at Barney Point for different years.

(a) Barney Point (1999)

(b) Barney Point (1997)
The NOx levels measured within a $5^\circ$ wind direction interval on either side of the clear peaks and high levels identified in Figs. 2(a)-(d) were used to compute mean levels at those wind directions for years 1997-2001. The computed mean levels are shown in Figs. 5(a)-(c). The stations at Targinie and Clinton were established only in 2000 and 2001 and therefore data was unavailable for these stations for the entire period of this study.

**Figure 5**: Mean NOx levels at different wind directions.

(a) Barney Point

[Barney Point graph]

(b) South Gladstone

[South Gladstone graph]
The mean levels shown in Fig. 5(a)-(c) at the selected wind directions were found to be consistently higher than the overall annual mean of 0.5 pphm for the different years. This was a clear indication that there was consistent emission of NO\textsubscript{x} from certain sources in the region and this emission could be detected only at certain wind directions. The group of high emission sources could be identified using the wind direction at the time of recording. It is highly likely that at other wind directions the NO\textsubscript{x} is being dispersed away from these stations and not being detected. Therefore similar mean levels could exist at other locations in this region where there is no monitoring station for detection. The undetected NO\textsubscript{x} levels will contribute towards a higher overall mean for the region. Maximum permissible levels could also be exceeded at other wind directions and not be detected posing a health risk. The extent to which pollution may go undetected needs to be analyzed based on the frequency distribution of wind direction.

Distribution of wind direction
The number of wind direction samples measured at 20° wind direction intervals over an entire year for the four monitoring stations are shown in Fig. 6(a)-6(c).
Figure 6: Distribution of wind direction
(a) Barney Point

(b) South Gladstone
At the Barney point station in Fig. 6(a) most of the wind direction measurements appear to be in the 100-160° interval, which enabled higher mean levels to be detected in the 107° direction from a source located southeast of this station. Frequent dispersion in the 130-160° interval would have reduced the levels detected from this source. At South Gladstone station in Fig. 6(b) most of the wind direction measurements were in the 100-160° range enhancing the chances of detecting the emissions from the sources located southeast of this station. At both stations the frequency of wind direction measurements in the 160-360° interval is very low and may have significantly reduced the ability to detect pollution from sources located in the region extending from southwest to northwest of these stations. Despite this reduction significantly higher mean levels have been detected at selected wind directions in this range as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) more as a result of reasonable wind speeds (Fig. 3(a)) helping the dispersion in this direction at the time of detection. This is an indication that emissions from this group of sources could be higher compared to the other groups, but due to less frequent wind from the west it does not get detected as often.

Most of the wind direction measurements at Targinie were in the 60-160° range and responsible for the wide peak seen in the same direction in Fig. 2(c). This increased frequency enabled detection of NOx from sources located southeast of this station (Fig. 1(a)). The frequency of wind direction at

(c) Targinie and Clinton
Clinton in Fig. 6(c) showed moderately higher frequency in the 40-160° interval resulting in the peak for NOx at 57° and much higher frequency in the 180-220° interval resulting in the wide peak centered at 196° direction (Fig. 2(d)). These peaks indicate emissions from sources located northeast and southwest of this station, which was detectable due to the higher frequency of wind in these directions.

A close analysis of frequency of wind direction in Fig. 6, wind speed in Fig. 3 and NOx levels detected in Fig. 2 show that the most likely direction for dispersion of NOx emissions from sources in this region is expected to be in the northwesterly direction. As a result NOx emissions from sources lying northwest of Barney point and South Gladstone stations, and west and northeast of Clinton station may have a low chance of detection, which is a limitation of this monitoring network.

Moderately high frequencies for wind direction were also observed at Barney point, South Gladstone and Clinton stations in the 0-60° interval coupled with wind speeds in the 0-5 m s⁻¹ range. This may have caused dispersion in the southwesterly direction which has been detected at these stations and show as minor peaks in Figs. 2(a), (b) and (d).

The number of high NOx levels that could be detected from a source was more dependent on the frequency of wind direction that is aligned with the source and monitoring station than the wind speed in that direction. To gain a measure of the ability of a monitoring station to detect NOx, the number of wind direction measurements at a selected wind direction interval (where higher NOx levels were recorded) was determined as a fraction of all wind direction measurements.

Measure of detection capability

For this purpose the NOx measurements recorded at Barney point, South Gladstone, Targinie and Clinton for 2001 (shown in Figs. 2(a) - (d)) were used as a guide to select the wind directions at which high NOx levels were detected. The results computed for the selected wind directions for the period 1997-2001 for Barney point, South Gladstone, Targinie and Clinton stations are shown in Figs. 7(a)-(c).

**Figure 7**: Detection capability at different wind directions.

(a) Barney Point
(b) South Gladstone

The detection capability at Barney point and South Gladstone was higher at approximately 100° wind direction compared to the other wind directions and varied in the range of 0.015-0.085 for the 5 year period at these stations. This showed that the NOx levels contributing to the peak seen in Fig. 2(a) at a wind direction of approximately 100° has a very low chance of being detected at these stations. Even the high levels contributing to the wide peak seen at approximately 200° in Fig. 2(d) at the Clinton station have only a 0.075 chance of being detected. As shown in Fig. 2 for other wind directions.

Even though the location of these stations with respect to sources may have been assigned through judgmental sampling, the results show that the capability of detecting the high emissions and especially when levels exceed maximum permissible values is very low. The chances of not detecting the high emissions from certain sources in the region are much higher.
When high levels of NO\textsubscript{x} are detected at a particular wind direction, then there is a high likelihood of similar levels existing at other wind directions too. Due to the lack of monitoring stations for detection at the other wind directions these high levels do not get detected. It is not unreasonable to extrapolate the percentage of higher NO\textsubscript{x} levels detected at one particular wind direction to other wind directions as well in order to estimate the overall pollution from a particular source. For this purpose the polluting nature of a source (proportion of high NO\textsubscript{x} levels) is assessed in a particular wind direction where it can be detected.

**Proportion of high NO\textsubscript{x} levels at selected wind directions**

At particular wind directions where higher mean levels were detected (Fig. 5), the proportion of levels above 6 pphm (twice the background level of 3 pphm) over a 5\textdegree\ range either side of the selected wind direction was determined. Fig. 8 shows these proportions at the selected wind directions.

**Figure 8:** Proportions of higher levels detected at selected wind directions.

(a) Barney Point

![Proportion of high levels detected at different wind directions - Barney point](image-url)
Fig. 8 shows that in most directions the proportion of higher emissions detected was less than 14% in the selected $10^0$ wind direction interval. The proportion was found to be greater at $100^0$ wind direction compared to the other wind directions at Barney point, South Gladstone and Targinie stations implying that the higher emissions were originating from sources located southeast of these stations. It is likely that similar proportions could be detected at other wind directions if there were stations aligned with these sources at those directions. Higher proportions were also observed at Barney point station for approximately $250^0$ and $270^0$. This could be from one or more sources located west of this station. The frequency and wind speed from these directions is much less than at $100^0$ (Fig. 6(a)) and may have reduced the proportion of higher emissions detected. It is possible that the sources located west of the Barney point station having a greater polluting capability than the sources located in the southeast.
Whenever maximum permissible levels (16 pphm) were exceeded for NO\textsubscript{x}, it was mostly detected at the direction where a higher proportion of emissions were present. Fig. 9 shows the levels above 16 pphm and the prevailing wind direction at the time of detection.

**Effect of wind on NO\textsubscript{x} levels > 16 pphm**

The effect of wind direction on high NO\textsubscript{x} levels above 16 pphm is shown in Fig. 9(a)-(c).

**Figure 9:** Incidence of NO\textsubscript{x} > 16 pphm.

(a) Barney Point

(b) South Gladstone
The incidence of NO\textsubscript{x} exceeding 16 pphm appears to be always at wind directions where higher than normal mean levels were detected (Fig. 5). The detection at approximately 100\textdegree at all stations are emissions from sources located southeast of these stations and is certainly wind assisted, since wind often prevails in these directions. The same applies to the high levels detected at Clinton in the 10-50\textdegree interval which could be emissions from sources located northeast of this station (Fig. 1(a)). The high levels detected in the 250-350\textdegree wind direction interval especially at Barney point and South Gladstone stations may have been detected at low wind speeds and low wind frequency, as a result the possibility of detection is low. These high emissions detected are most likely from sources located west of these stations (Fig. 1(a)) and could not be detected often due to the prevailing wind conditions dispersing the NO\textsubscript{x} away from the monitoring stations. There may have been instances when NO\textsubscript{x} emissions from these sources having exceeded the maximum permissible value and not been detected or reported. This would have posed a health risk to the population living close to these sources. The effect of wind speed on these high levels detected is shown in Fig. 10(a)-(c).
Figure 10: Incidence of NOx levels > 16 pphm
(a) Barney Point

(b) South Gladstone
The wind speeds associated with the measured NO\(_x\) levels above 16 pphm were less than 8 ms\(^{-1}\) for most years except in 1998, when wind speeds up to 12 ms\(^{-1}\) were associated with these high levels. This implied that it was possible to detect high NO\(_x\) levels over a wide range of wind speeds. Also NO\(_x\) levels above 16 pphm were detected at very low wind speeds less than 1 ms\(^{-1}\) showing near perfect diffusion conditions. This indicated that the levels near the source may have been much higher than the levels actually detected.

The proportion of higher NO\(_x\) levels (>6 ppm) detected at different wind directions would provide some indication of the location of sources that are likely to produce emissions exceeding 16 pphm. This analysis shows that sources located southeast of Barney point and South Gladstone stations, west of Barney point station, northeast of Clinton station and southeast of Targinie station are most likely to emit high levels of NO\(_x\). The chances of detecting this emission is less than 10% on most occasions due to the prevailing wind direction at the time of emission. The reason for having detected a larger number of high level emissions at Barney Point, South Gladstone and Targinie stations at approximately 100\(^0\) is due to the prevailing wind at most times blowing from the southeast. As a result of this wind direction most of the NO\(_x\) emitted by the different sources will be spread across the region from the southeast to the northwest. Especially the emissions from sources located west of Barney point and northeast of Clinton are likely to have been carried in the northwesterly direction and not detected during the period for which this analysis was carried out. The inclusion of the station at Mt Milliner (Fig. 1(b)) in 2001 to monitor NO\(_x\) levels may provide more information on the northwesterly spread. There were also many instances when the prevailing wind was from the northwest which would have carried the NO\(_x\) emissions from the same sources as well as the sources located southeast of Barney point station in a southeasterly direction and not been detected. Based on the proportion of high emissions from these sources it is likely that in some instances the NO\(_x\) levels in the southeastern region may have exceeded the maximum permissible levels. The inability of the network to detect the spread of NO\(_x\) in the southeasterly direction was a significant shortcoming considering the popular residential development of Tannum sands being located in the southeast (Fig. 1(b)).

Although the spread of pollution depends on many factors such as surface topography, humidity, temperature, reactions in the atmosphere and wind conditions, it is the wind direction that had a major impact on dispersion and the ability of monitoring stations to detect these high levels. The analysis carried out for NO\(_x\) levels measured in this region can also be applied to other gaseous pollutants such
as SO$_2$, CO, organic gases and particulate pollutants such as PM10 to gain an understanding of the proportions that are detected. The network was able to provide exact NO$_x$ levels at the monitoring site and its temporal variability, but not the spatial variability over the region especially from the southeast to northwest. This was the main limitation of the network. Monitoring authorities need to consider stating the wind direction along with each incidence when pollution levels exceeded maximum permissible levels. This will provide information on the most likely wind direction for detecting high levels of pollution. Using the information on the wind direction at which higher incidence of NO$_x$ were detected and the proportion of high NO$_x$ levels (>6 pphm) from a particular source, it will be possible to estimate the proportion of high NO$_x$ levels at other wind directions due to the same source that may not have been detected. This will enable risk assessment to population groups located down wind from a source with no monitoring station. A way to overcome the problem of under estimating the occurrence of high pollution levels is to measure the emission from the sources for a length of time and use a validated inverse dispersion model to calculate source emission. This figure on source emission is then used to estimate the spread at different wind directions, which would give the required information on spatial variability.

This basic analysis carried out for this urban network of stations to identify the direction of spread of pollutants, capability of stations in the network to detect pollutants and the estimated proportion of high level pollution in certain wind directions that are monitored can be applied to assess limitations in other pollution monitoring urban networks. When the incidence of pollution levels exceeding maximum permissible levels is not assessed correctly, it will impact on the estimates of risk of population exposure as well as inadequate information will be passed on to authorities involved in environmental regulation and planning, which in turn may have an impact on future policy decisions.

Conclusion
Based on the analysis of NO$_x$ measurements carried out at different wind directions it is shown that a higher incidence is detected at certain directions assisted by higher wind frequency, which resulted in higher mean levels measured in these wind directions. The overall capability of detecting NO$_x$ in general varied from 1.0 - 8.5% in the selected wind directions that showed a higher incidence of NO$_x$ being detected, compared to other wind directions. The proportion of higher NO$_x$ levels (>6 pphm) detected at these selected wind directions varied from 0.5-14%. The analysis of wind frequency in the region showed that the extent of NO$_x$ pollution may be greater than what is usually reported due to chances of non detection being high as a result of the prevailing wind carrying the pollutants away from the monitoring stations often in the northwesterly or southeasterly directions. This applies in particular to detection of emissions from sources located west of Barney point station and northeast of Clinton station, where there is no monitoring site aligned with the sources in the northwesterly or southeasterly directions. At certain wind directions although there was low incidence of NO$_x$ detected, higher mean levels would have existed at other locations where there was no monitoring facility. Due to non detection in other wind directions the number of instances when maximum permissible levels may have been exceeded in the region would be much greater than what was actually detected and reported. A significant number of high levels were detected at the Barney point station when the wind direction was from the west, and at the Clinton station when the wind direction was from the northeast, where the capability of wind assisted detection was low as a result of low wind frequency in these directions. The proportion of high levels (> 6 pphm) of pollution from these sources responsible for the emissions was not different to others. In such situations higher levels of NO$_x$ pollution from these sources may have existed at the more commonly prevailing wind directions, but not detected due to not having a monitoring station in line with the wind direction, being a limitation of the network to provide information on spatial distribution of NO$_x$ in the region. Due to economic constraints it may not be possible to introduce more monitoring sites to gain a complete understanding of the spatial distribution of pollution in a region through measurements. This also limits the assessment of health risk to the population and damage to the environment.

The information provided by the monitoring network is limited to concentration levels at the monitoring sites and its temporal variation. Similar analysis can be carried out to assess limitations in other urban monitoring networks too. It is necessary to estimate the high emissions from sources under
certain wind conditions when the pollutants may be carried away from monitoring stations to populated regions totally undetected. Authorities responsible for monitoring and reporting need to consider estimating and reporting the extent of the undetected component of pollution from the different sources in the region using the results on detected pollutant levels and wind direction. When reporting the actual incidence of measured levels exceeding maximum permissible levels, there is a need to report the wind direction as well. This is in order to inform the public of the most frequent wind direction at which the high levels were detected and the capability of detection by the monitoring station at this wind direction. The health authorities and environmental policy makers need to be aware of the sensitivity and limitations of a monitoring network as well as to take into consideration the extent of the pollution that may be undetected when assessing the risk of population exposure and environmental damage. In order to gain a good understanding of the spatial distribution of pollutants in a region the source emissions will be required. For this purpose the levels at the point of emission needs to be measured, which could be difficult when tall plumes are involved. The more practical option is to determine source emissions using validated inverse dispersion models and measured levels at the monitoring sites. This will enable computation of spatial information by direct dispersion models, which could be integrated with the measured spatial information to overcome its limitations.
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Abstract: The aim was to provide information on the biomass resources available in Brunei and possibilities of utilizing them for energy production, as well as deriving long term employment opportunities for the local population. There are different modes of energy production using biomass. Biomass is a source of renewable energy that is sustainable and environment friendly. There are many examples of successful energy production plants in developed countries using biomass. For Brunei use of municipal solid waste, agricultural residue and growth of energy crops are potential sources of biomass for energy generation. There is the possibility of using municipal effluent for irrigation of energy crops. Employment opportunities may arise in the areas related to agriculture (energy crop production, irrigation, research into crop yields) engineering (design, construction, operation and maintenance of processing plant) and transport (biomass to plant and distribution of end products). Economic benefits would be derived by the local community directly involved in biomass production and processing. Information of this nature will be of use to initiate feasibility studies on particular aspects of energy production and formulate energy policy in future economic development programs.

1. Introduction

At present the world’s energy needs are mostly satisfied by petroleum crude oil, coal and natural gas. Their reserves are finite and being depleted rapidly. Biomass is the only natural renewable carbon resource large enough to substitute fossil fuels as an energy source. In scientific terminology all living matter is known as biomass. The energy stored in living matter is known as bioenergy. Biomass includes all water and land based living or dead organisms including non fossil based organic material such as wood from trees, harvested grasses, land and aquatic plants and their residue, animal waste, agricultural residue, sewage, organic components of industrial and municipal waste. The annual productivity of plants on land is estimated to be 130 x 10^9 tonnes and 100x10^9 tonnes in rivers, lakes and oceans (www.bioenergy.ornl.gov)

Plants use solar energy in photosynthesis to convert atmospheric CO_2 and water to carbohydrate, which is an organic compound. This is the key step in biomass energy production.

\[ \text{CO}_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{Chlorophyll} \text{ light} \rightarrow \text{Carbohydrate} + \text{O}_2 \]

The bioenergy is stored in the carbohydrate molecules. It is derived from biomass in a variety of ways using plants, industrial, commercial or urban wastes, agricultural and forestry residues such as coconut husk, rice husk and scrap wood. It can be in the form of solid, liquid or gaseous fuel, chemical products or converted to electric power.

Biomass has been the traditional source of energy for cooking and heating. In the mid nineteenth century biomass supplied over 90% of the energy needs for U.S. Bioenergy usage declined only after the introduction of fossil fuels (Klass 2004). For many countries in Africa, Asia and South America biomass still is a major source of energy supply, with India and China being the largest consumers of biomass energy (Klass 2004). Over 50% of the world’s population use wood, dung and plant residue for cooking which generates over 300 GW of power (Twidell and Weir 1986)
Burning of biomass produces heat, which is used to boil water and generate steam that turns turbines and produce electricity. Biomass is also heated to convert it to a gas and drive a turbine. The waste heat from the gas turbine is used to drive a steam turbine, converting more of the biomass energy to electricity. Biomass is blended with coal in coal fired systems to generate electricity by co-firing.

Biomass is a renewable energy source, it releases CO\textsubscript{2} emitted during conversion to energy that has been absorbed from the atmosphere by plants during the growth phase. Therefore biomass as a fuel is considered to be carbon neutral since there is no increase in CO\textsubscript{2} levels in the atmosphere. Even after allowing for emissions of CO\textsubscript{2} during planting, harvesting, processing and transportation of the biomass, the replacement of fossil fuel with biomass energy is expected to reduce net CO\textsubscript{2} emissions by over 90%. Also biomass is a carbon fuel that can be transported, stored and processed into a range of fuel products such as wood chip, pellets, biodiesel, biogas, methanol, ethanol etc. There is also the potential to produce hydrogen for fuel cells and Jet Fuel.

Generation of biomass energy does not imply cutting down trees or tropical rainforest, it is about making better use of available biomass resources and planting new forests and energy crops to provide real sustainable sources of renewable carbon fuel. It addresses the main issues of concern such as sustainable development, environmental protection, renewal of natural resources, social equity and long term economic growth.

This article gives a brief description of the biomass resources available, different techniques of energy production using biomass and economic benefits that are being derived. The present resources that are available in Brunei for biomass energy production and the employment opportunities that would result from production and utilization of biomass energy have been discussed. Information of this nature will be useful for initiation feasibility studies to formulate energy policy related to future economic and regional development.

2. Biomass Terminology

**Biopower** is the power generated using biomass feedstock.

**Biorefinery** is a processing plant for converting waste biomass feedstock to fuels, energy and other products.

**Biofuel** is solid, liquid or gaseous fuel produced from biomass.

**Biogas** is a medium energy content gaseous fuel also known as natural gas and produced from biomass by methane fermentation.

**Bioenergy crops** are fast growing crops used as biomass for energy production.

**Biomass residues** are agricultural, forestry residues and animal waste.

3. Biomass Resource

The earth’s biomass resource exists in a thin surface layer called the Biosphere. Although this is a small fraction of the earth’s surface, it is an enormous source of energy that is replenished continuously on land, in rivers, lakes and oceans. It has a capacity 100 times that of world’s annual energy consumption. The largest component is forest biomass, which amounts to 80-90% of the total (Klass, 2004). The next is marine biomass in terms of net annual production, which has a long turn over time in the marine environment. The biomass resource is the fourth largest after coal, oil and natural gas and the only renewable carbon resource large enough to be used as a substitute for fossil fuels. Currently it is used for heating (wood furnaces, stoves in homes and bioprocess industries), cooking (in developing countries), transportation (manufacture of fuels and ethanol) and increasingly for electric power.
production. At present about 2% of the land based production is being converted to biomass energy world wide generating 35 GW of power. In the U.S. 7 GW of power is generated using forest product industries and agricultural residues, 2.5 GW using municipal waste and 0.5 GW using land fill gas (www.bioenergy.ornl.gov). Many developing countries meet over 70% of their energy demands using biomass, mainly through burning for cooking and domestic heating. Some industrialised countries such as Sweden (17.5%), Finland (20.4%) and Brazil (23.4%) meet a significant portion of their energy demands from biomass processes other than direct burning (Klass 2004).

Biomass could produce energy on demand (unlike solar and wind energy where the resource is not available at all times). The burning of biomass does not produce extra CO\textsubscript{2} since it releases what has been absorbed at the time of photosynthesis. There is low level release of NO and NO\textsubscript{2} due to burning and additional greenhouse gas emissions due to use of farm equipment and inorganic fertilizers on biomass crops. There is no extra heat produced during burning since the slow decay if allowed to occur will generate the same heat over a longer time span. If consumption rate does not exceed the natural renewal rate then there is no disturbance to the biochemical cycle. Therefore biomass resources are renewable and sustainable if well managed. Present biomass technologies are efficient and clean. Burning biomass instead of fossil fuels can reduce emissions of the gases responsible for acid rain as well as CO\textsubscript{2} emissions, being the main gas responsible for global climate change. Biomass agriculture and forestry holds great economic potential especially for countries in the tropical and subtropical regions. Development of this potential by developing countries would enable them to derive economic benefits (Smith, 1985).

4. Biomass Energy Production

The floor chart described in Fig. 1.1 shows the modes of biomass production and different conversion processes for producing biopower, biogas and biofuels.
4.1 Solid Mass Fuel
This is the chemical energy extracted from wood and green plants through burning. Cow manure and grass also burn, but generate a lot of smoke. A wide range of biomass feedstock can be processed into solid biomass fuels such as chips and pellets. This can replace fossil fuels in domestic, commercial and industrial boilers to supply space heating, process heating or steam for a turbine.

4.2 Ethanol (C₂H₅OH)
This is a liquid fuel produced from biomass by fermentation of sugar under acidic conditions. Sugar is extracted from biomass feedstock such as sugar cane, sugar beet by crushing and washing and from grain, cassava and cellulose by hydrolysis. The sugar syrup is mixed with yeast and kept warm in a tank known as a digester, for the yeast to break down the sugar to ethanol. In practice about 47% of the fermented sugar is converted to ethanol. Then by distillation ethanol is concentrated and by dehydration pure ethanol is produced. This process requires heat which is supplied by combustion of other biomass. The ethanol is combined with gasoline as fuel in cars and trucks. Ethanol delivers more power than gasoline.

Advances in biotechnology may allow production of ethanol from many biomass feedstock, energy crops, agricultural and forestry residues, municipal waste that contain cellulose, which can be broken down into sugars for fermentation (Biofuels, DOE/GO-102001-1434, Sept 2001).

4.3 Biogas
This is a mixture of CO₂ and methane. It is produced using plant material and animal waste by microorganism in the absence of O₂ (anaerobic) or air through bacterial action in a sealed tank known as a digester. The methogenic bacteria over a period of between 10 and 25 days, through an anaerobic
digestion process converts 40 to 60% of the dry mass of a liquid biomass feedstock in the mixture to biogas in the form of bubbles which collect at the top of the tank. The bacterial action is sensitive to temperature, acidity and amount of water. There are 3 temperature ranges 20°C, 35°C and 55°C which favor different types of bacteria. Digestion at higher temperature proceeds more rapidly than at lower temperatures with gas yield doubling at every 5°C increase in temperature. For successful operation constant temperature conditions and suitable input material has to be maintained. When the production rate slows down the mixture is replaced and the process is recommenced. The balance of the feedstock is recovered as a stable residue rich in nitrogen, which may be separated into liquid and solid fertilizer. This anaerobic digestion process recycles municipal waste, algae, water weeds, animal slurries and food waste into safe organic fertilizers while generating renewable energy. Pig barns and sewer pipes are large scale sources of biogas. For small scale processes 3-4 m³ vessels are used in rural regions of India and China. The extracted gas has been used to heat and light homes and fuel buses. The economic benefits are high when the digester is placed in the general flow of waste material that is already present, such as sewage systems, piggery washings, cattle shed slurries, abattoir wastes, food processing residues and municipal land fill dumps. In these situations there is no need for collection of material.

Biogas generation is particularly attractive to integrated farming where the full ecological cycle can be emulated in a single farm. This requires integrated design, good construction standards and regular maintenance.

4.4 Biomass Gasification
Biomass is heated to temperatures of the order of 800 to 900°C without O₂ it gasifies to a mixture of CO and H₂ known as syngas. This gas mixes more readily with O₂ and burns more efficiently and cleaner than solid biomass. It improves the efficiency of large scale biomass power generating facilities.

There are a wide variety of gasification reactor concepts available, including updraft, downdraft and fluidised bed designs. The gas is cleaned to remove tars and other contaminants, such as particulates and alkali metals. Syngas can be used directly in a furnace, in a gas engine or turbine or can be further refined for use in fuel cells for transport. It mixes easily with chemical catalysts and can be converted into useful chemicals and materials.

4.5 Pyrolysis
Solid biomass such as wood, crop residue, municipal waste and coal can be liquefied by heating to moderate temperatures (550°C) without O₂. This process is known as pyrolysis and has been practiced for a long time on wood, converting it to charcoal with double the energy density. Fast pyrolysis is a thermal decomposition process that occurs at moderate temperatures with a high heat transfer rate to the biomass particles. This liquid can be used directly as fuel, as well as for high-value chemicals and materials.

Several reactor configurations have been shown to achieve yields of liquid product as high as 75% based on the starting dry biomass weight. They include bubbling fluid beds, circulating and transported beds, cyclonic reactors, and ablative reactors.

The liquid also known as pyrolysis oil or bio-oil can be readily stored and transported. It has been successfully tested in engines, turbines and boilers. Also has been upgraded to high quality hydrocarbon fuels at a high cost.

4.6 Biodiesel
This is produced from vegetable oil extracted by crushing oil seeds. Waste cooking oil and animal fats can also be used for the purpose. The oil is strained and esterified by combining with methyl alcohol under alkaline conditions. The resulting methyl ester is separated from the co-product glycerol and isolated as biodiesel. It is slightly less efficient than petroleum diesel and is free of sulphur.

Biodiesel from agricultural crops such as soya bean and canola have the potential for making significant contributions towards achieving energy security. It may have to compete for land use with agricultural production of food and fibre as well as industrial uses. Therefore these crops do not show
economic viability at present. Use of recovered cooking oils and other materials currently show greater promise of economic production of a diesel fuel substitute (Zhang et al 2003).

4.7 Landfill Gas
Methane is extracted from the organic component of municipal waste used in landfills.

Decomposition of the organic matter in the waste produces methane and carbon dioxide, which are the principal components of landfill gas. The composition of the gas is controlled by products of microbial reactions in the landfill. In general, a landfill will go through three different stages with different bacterial types predominating in each stage.

Solid waste initially decomposes aerobically producing carbon dioxide. As the oxygen is used up, anaerobic microorganisms predominate. These bacteria continue to produce carbon dioxide, but the process proceeds into second-stage anaerobic decomposition, where both methane and carbon dioxide are produced at approximately equal proportions. The gas is recovered by inserting a system of interlinked vented pipes into the landfill and used in gas turbines. The rate of gas production depends on the volume, composition, age, temperature and moisture content of the waste.

4.8 Biomass Crops
Switch grass, willow, poplar, sorghum, alfalfa and corn are some crops specially grown on unused lands for biomass energy production. Roadside land is also considered suitable since the crops could absorb CO₂. Biomass crops improve water quality by providing continuous soil cover to stabilize soil erosion and help build organic matter in the soil. The crops do not require extensive fertilization, therefore lower levels of nutrients get transported as run off from production sites. Most biomass crops are perennial so that they are grown over a 5-15 year period with the development of extensive rooting systems for below ground carbon storage. Below ground carbon and organic matter improves soil quality and nutrient reserves. Biomass crops require only 1/10th the amount of herbicides and pesticides on average compared to agricultural crops. Biomass tree crops store the carbon in stems and branches till harvested for energy production.

Short rotation biomass crops can be grown using municipal effluent for irrigation. Wastewater from homes, businesses and industries carries 98% water and 2% dissolved or suspended solids. Usually the effluent is rich in nutrients, biochemicals and microbials. Municipal effluents are being used for crop irrigation after partial treatment (Sharma 2005).

5. Economic Benefits from Development of Biomass Energy
Development of biomass energy supply creates new employment opportunities in agriculture such as growing energy crops, in engineering such as construction of processing plants, operation and servicing of plant components, in transport such as delivery of biomass to processing plant and distribution of end products. As coal fired plants become less favorable, biomass fuel production offers potential re-employment to people made redundant in the coal industry. When locally produced biomass supplies local energy markets, it keeps the revenue for investment in local rural economies. Whereas money spent on fossil fuels is of no use to local rural economies since the revenue benefits remote multinational companies and their shareholders.

The need to grow biomass crops will bring unused lands into production, improve wildlife habitats, help conserve and promote biodiversity as well as enhance the rural environment. The use of the organic material from urban waste as biomass reduces the need for landfill sites as well as lowers the emission of methane, a greenhouse gas to the atmosphere.

Biofuel production from biomass is likely to be economic only if there is a ready supply of concentrated material close to the production site such as waste from animal enclosure, off cuts and trimmings from saw mills, municipal sewage and agricultural residue, so that it minimizes transport and handling costs. Utilization of the biofuel at site leads to further reduction in power generation costs. The presence of moisture in biomass often leads to significant loss in useful thermal output.
Currently there is capacity to provide 7 GW of power using biomass from more than 350 plants in the U.S. By 2020 the aim is to provide 30 GW of biomass power and to meet 60% of the fuel needs from 10 million acres of energy crops and biomass residue. This process is expected to provide employment for 150,000 and revitalize rural economies (Biopower Program Activities Overview).

In Brazil there are over 500 fermentation and distillation plants in operation processing crops grown throughout the year producing over 16 billion liters of ethanol and providing employment for over half a million people. Using 0.3 per cent of the land area in Brazil it is expected to supply all the petrol needs for the country (Smith 1981). Australia, France, Sweden and USA are also embarking on biological ethanol production using surplus agricultural production and forestry wastes. In USA at the beginning of 2005, 81 ethanol plants in 20 states had the capacity to produce nearly 4.4 billion gallons annually and an additional 16 plants are under construction for a further 750 million gallons of increase in capacity (www.eere.eng.gov).

In India, China, Taiwan and Korea there are many thousands of family sized biogas units in operation in rural areas using animal and agricultural waste. The biogas generated from these units is used for operating farm machinery, lighting, cooking, heating etc. In Europe there are many facilities converting municipal solid waste into heat for electricity generation with links to the local grid. In U.K. methane gas is produced from sewage is compressed and mixed with diesel to power vehicles. Denmark has few thousand straw furnaces producing heat for power generation (Lewis 1983).


Present power generation in Brunei is fossil fuel based using local resources. The economy of Brunei depends heavily on the local fossil fuel reserves as the main source of energy supply and export income. The demand for energy locally is expected to rise with population growth and industrialization. Therefore an urgent need exists for alternate sources of energy for domestic and industrial use in the future in order to reduce the rate of depletion of the fossil fuel reserves, which are vital to sustain the economy as a source of export income in the future.

Due to frequent cloud cover over Brunei, solar energy is not very promising as an alternate source for power generation, but may be more suitable for water heating. Biomass energy may be a suitable option due to the present availability of municipal waste for gasification, biogas production and incineration for steam generation, waste vegetable cooking oils for biodiesel manufacture, open spaces between forested regions for growing energy crops, use of municipal effluent for irrigation of energy crops, agricultural residue and poultry manure for biogas generation etc.

6.1 Use of municipal solid waste

Brunei being a high income consumer society, a large amount of municipal solid waste is generated, which is currently being used as land fill for housing projects. The waste could be incinerated, gasified or used for biogas generation. Gasification has produced electricity with an efficiency of 34% (Murphy et al 2004). Biogas could be generated by digesting the organic fraction and converted to transport fuels. Incineration of the non recyclable, non organic component has produced electricity with 20% efficiency and has a thermal efficiency of 55% (Murphy et al 2004). The organic fraction of this waste has also the potential for generation of large quantities of methane (land fill gas), which can be collected by insertion of pipes with perforations into the waste matter and used to operate a gas turbine.

In Malaysia calorific value of the solid waste was in the 1500-2600 kcal/kg and the amount of solid waste generated is 1.7 kg/person/day. The potential of an incineration plant with a calorific value of 2200 kcal/kg was found to be is 640 kW/day (Kathirvale 2003). It is very likely that the biomass content of municipal solid waste in Brunei is similar to that in Malaysia, therefore the calorific value per kilogram of waste could be the same. This enables determination of the power generating potential based on the amount of waste collected.
6.2 Biomass crops
Sustainable harvesting of crops is expected to supply 7% of world’s energy demand in the future. In Brunei there are many open spaces between densely forested regions, which can be used for cultivation of biomass crops such as cassava and sugar cane primarily for ethanol production on site. Coconut oil, palm oil and soya bean oil could be produced and used as biodiesel (waste cooking oil from restaurants included). Tropical conditions in Brunei are ideally suited for year long cultivation of these crops.

Growing biomass crops improves the biodiversity of the environment and will be an additional attraction for promoting eco-tourism. With advancement in technology, development costs will reduce and the end product will become more competitive with price of fossil fuel. The ethanol produced from corn selling at U.S.$1.20-1.50 per gallon contributes to 1% of U.S. national gasoline consumption (www.bioenergy.ornl.gov). In 2001 more than 20 million gallons of biodiesel was sold in the U.S (Biofuels, DOE/GO-102001-1434, Sept 2001). Biodiesel made from rape seed is used in Germany, France and Italy. An increase in demand for biodiesel can be met by supplies of the essential methyl ester from the detergent and fatty acid industries.

Partially treated municipal effluent could be used to irrigate the energy crops. In California 27 GL per year of municipal effluents are being used to irrigate vegetable crops (Sharma et al 2005).

6.3 Biogas from agricultural residue and poultry manure
In rural areas of Brunei many families cultivate rice, bananas, coconuts, vegetables and raise poultry. The vegetable and banana plant residue after harvest, coconut and rice husk as well as the poultry manure could be used to operate family sized or community based biogas units similar to the Gobar units in India (Lewis 1983). These units could provide biogas for cooking, water heating, lighting and even generating electricity to the local grid. In Brunei there are sago palms grown commercially for extraction of carbohydrate from the trunk. The remainder of the palm can also be used as biomass in these units. Also the by products from these units are useful as fertilizer, soil conditioner or animal feed to fish or duck ponds.

6.4 Establishment of modular systems
Modular biomass energy generation systems in the 5kW to 5 MW (www.eren.doe.gov) can be established in rural regions of Temburong, Tutong and Belait where there is no electricity supply. Using locally available biomass such as wood, crop waste, animal manure and landfill gas, power could be generated for lighting, refrigeration and other domestic uses. Some systems are portable and can be moved close to local biomass crops and agricultural residues to overcome the need for transportation of biomass over long distances.

The modular systems consist of a fuel processor and an electricity generator as well as can be connected to the customer’s side of the power grid to supply unused power to the grid, which has been found to be economically attractive. If this is feasible in the long term it would reduce the consumption of fossil fuel for power generation. These systems have been found to be simple to operate and required no special skills. Prototype modular systems have been demonstrated in a Philippine village in 2002 and have the potential to supply electricity to 2.5 million people (www.eren.doe.gov).

6.5 Electricity through cogeneration from biomass
Electricity generation in Brunei is by using fossil fuels. Using biomass for cogeneration enables reduction in the use of fossil fuel. This is a major saving in the current climate of high fossil fuel prices and helps extend their period of use. This process is economically viable only if the increased cost of installing, maintaining and operating the cogeneration facility is less than the savings on fossil fuel.

6.6 Source of economic benefits and employment opportunities
Development of a biomass industry in Brunei would bring economic benefits through manufacture of new products using local raw material leading to job creation, opening new markets for rural industrial output, reduce migration to urban areas as well as research and development of biomass related technology and greater energy security in the long term.
Biomass can encourage farmers to grow new cash crops as an additional source of revenue. Also use crop residue as a biomass resource reducing disposal costs and provide an additional source of income. The use of biomass energy crops for power production opens a whole new market for agriculture creating employment in producing, processing, distribution and in service industries such as plant manufacture, maintenance and supply of components. Most of the employment is created in the local region and the income is retained by the local community. On average an ethanol plant in the US provides 41 full time jobs (www.eren.doe.gov).

Using biomass, products such as organic acids, glycerine, cellulose polymers, foams, lubricants and inks can also be manufactured, which are currently derived from petroleum by products.

Most biomass production and utilization will occur in rural areas. The biomass may have to be grown, collected, dried and burnt or fermented. This requires resources, infrastructure and expertise. Therefore the rural population may require initial financial and technical support to set up and maintain these biomass energy units. A sustainable biomass industry once set up could employ graduates in science and technology to provide training and advice to rural regions on energy crop production and processing of biomass, as well as initiate research and development of techniques suitable to local biomass products and conditions. Higher education institutions in Brunei need to consider including courses in renewable energy especially in biomass energy to train staff who could initiate and develop a biomass industry in the future.

The regional impact of biomass energy in the southeast of U.S. has been the generation of 71,000 jobs and $1 billion of annual income. In 2001 consumption of biomass energy in the U.S. was equal to 17.6% of total energy imports (Klass 2004). In Thailand biomass energy consumption has increased 68% and in the next 8 years the power generation plan is to produce 1055 MW from biomass and 28.8 MW from Biogas (Prasertsan and Sajjakulnukit 2006). This gives an indication of the economic impact biomass energy is going to have in the current climate of high fossil fuel prices.

6.7 Policy recommendations
A government policy initiative is needed to emphasize and promote the production and utilisation of biomass energy. This policy may have to be supported by a legal and financial framework to provide subsidies to initiate biomass energy production. Government agencies concerned with energy, environment, agriculture, industry and finance may have to coordinate their effort to provide strong infrastructure for the biomass energy initiatives. Technical standards for biomass energy systems and equipment may have to be established to guide equipment manufacturers and importers.

Human resources may have to be planned and developed to create awareness, disseminate information to promote and sustain biomass energy applications in the local communities. Successful applications of biomass energy may have to be demonstrated to give the local community especially the private sector confidence in biomass energy. A database on biomass energy may have to be developed to help energy planners, manufacturers and users.

7. Conclusion
There are different sources of biomass and several methods of producing energy and related products. Energy production from biomass in different countries has been found to be economically viable. There are several sources of biomass for energy generation presently available in rural areas of Brunei with possible long term sustainable direct economic benefits and employment opportunities to the rural community. Municipal solid waste is a ready source of biomass available in urban areas for gasification or cogeneration of electricity. There is municipal effluent available for irrigation of energy crops grown on waste urban lands. Financial and technical support may be required particularly for the population living in rural areas to initiate use of biomass for energy generation. To provide the required technical support personnel may have to be trained at the various institutions of higher education on the different aspects of energy generation using biomass. Fundamental information of this nature will be useful to formulate future renewable energy policy and initiate feasibility studies in particular aspects of energy production using biomass.
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